RESOURCES FOR RESEARCHING 20TH CENTURY HOUSES

BOOKS

PRATTCAT is the Library catalog. Use the catalog to search for books.

http://cat.pratt.edu/

ARCHITECT BIOGRAPHIES


HOUSES

Key houses of the twentieth century : plans, sections and elevations / Colin Davies.
Brooklyn Stacks 728.60904 D255
Brooklyn Circulation 728.60904 D255 CD-Rom

Twentieth-century residential architecture / Richard Weston
Brooklyn Stacks 728.60904 W536

Houses of the Century / Anatxu Zabalbeascoa
Brooklyn Stacks 728.60904 Z12

Twentieth Century Houses
Brooklyn Stacks 728.60904 T971

Arts & crafts houses I & II
Brooklyn Stacks 728.60941 A792
Brooklyn Stacks 728.60941 A7921

Frank Lloyd Wright selected houses / Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer
Brooklyn Closed Stacks/Ask at Reference Desk 720.973 W949PFEI

IMAGES

ARTSTOR is Pratt’s image database. It contains many images of houses as well as some digitized plans and pictures of models. You can access ArtStor through the Library’s Articles & Databases page.

http://library.pratt.edu/find_resources/articles_databases/
HISTORIC AMERICAN BUILDINGS SURVEY is a Library of Congress digital collection documenting achievements in architecture, engineering, and design in the United States and its territories through a comprehensive range of building types and engineering technologies. There are more than 556,900 measured drawings, large-format photographs, and written histories for more than 38,600 historic structures and sites. 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/collections/habs_haer/

CITIES/BUILDINGS DATABASE is a multi-disciplinary resource for students, faculty, and others in the academic community. It contains over 5000 images scanned from original slides or drawn from documents in the public domain. They are freely available to anyone with access to the Web for use in the classroom, student study, or for individual research purposes. 
http://www.washington.edu/ark2/

JOURNAL ARTICLES

Journal articles are a rich source of information. They frequently include plans. In order to find particular articles, search the Library’s databases.
http://library.pratt.edu/find_resources/articles_databases/

AVERY INDEX is the first place to search for architecture articles. It’s a comprehensive source for architectural articles. Most of what is indexed in Avery is not found in other databases.

SEARCH TIP: Use the name of the house as your search term. Use quotes to search for the name as a phrase - for example, “Farnsworth House.” You can also limit your search to find plans by using the advanced search screen and searching for “plans” in the physical description field.

The Library would appreciate your feedback on this handout. Please email comments or suggestions to jmcintyr@pratt.edu or visit http://library.pratt.edu/web/forms/comments_form.php